
Pre-degree practice  

Annotation 

1 "Pre-degree practice" is a part of a series of regulatory disciplines of bachelor degree in the 

direction of 6.050101 "Computer Sciences". 

2. The overall complexity of practice consists of 4.5 credits (ECTS), 135 hours. The period of 

practice is from 11.04.2016 to 29.04.2016 (01.05.2016). 

3. The practice was implemented by Matushevych Natalia student of 4-th year of education group 

LD-21 of Department of Biomedical Cybernetics Faculty of Biomedical Engineering NTUU 

"KPI". 

4. The topic of pre-degree practice is "The software development for the ECG signs diagnostic 

analysis based on a sum of the Gaussian functions signal approximation". 

5. The objective and tasks of practice: 

The objective – development of the  ECG cycles approximation method by set of Gaussian functions 

and development on its basis a constructive algorithm , ensuring an effective transition from the 

signal, observed in the conditions of imposed external perturbations, to the diagnostic features 

system.  

The main tasks: 

 research of existing ECG diagnostic signs analysis methods; 

 approximation algorithm development  by asymmetrical Gaussian function; 

 software module development  and its testing on model signals; 

6.  The results on the practice topic: 

 - were researched the existing methods of ECG diagnostic signs analysis; 

 - created signal approximation algorithm; 

 - implemented software module an algorithm based; 

- testing of software module on the modeling data; 

- tasks in view implemented completely.  

7. Contents of the practice report: 

An introduction, annotations in three languages, a list of abbreviations, two chapters, conclusion, 

plan of publications, references and presentation for speech.  

8. Presented documents of practice control:  

- practice diary;  

- individual task; 

- report at 34 pages; 

- illustrative material (presentation) on the 6 (10) pages (slides); 

- review of the head of DW; 

- publications plan . 

9. The formed topic of the degree work for order:: «Development of the analysis method for 

diagnostics signs of noisy electrocardiogram and its program realization». 

10. Interim certification in the form of differential offset. 

11. Keywords: ECG diagnostic sign, a Gaussian function, approximation, the criterion of optimality. 

 

 


